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LIZZIE BAUR

“...all these things are linked
somehow, but at times the associations
may be a bit loose.”
—Ryan Gander

Abstract
We live during a time of smoothly effortless design that encourages
instant gratification. In this sea of pre-existing content, most of
which we experience through layers of mediation, my practice encourages drifting. As a graphic designer, I try to decondition myself
from reductive thinking. In response, this thesis operates on the fringe,
cycling attention to unexpected associations, harnessing temporal
collisions and formal play towards diminishing cultural baggage and
preconceived notions. I deliberately attune the reader to the labyrinthine as an experience by which to interrogate common sense and steer
the imagination towards moments of uncertainty.
This work engages a kind of dialectical movement, an edging of contact
that makes the original more malleable. The familiar, the singular,
local events and vernacular languages are my raw materials. I systematically collect and entangle trace elements from cultural, historical,
geographical and personal experience. I invite inconsistencies and peculiarities within these new narratives as a challenge to remain open
and engaged. Slippery and hard to grasp, this dysfunctional movement,
which I’ve framed in this thesis, decenters singular messages and
allows new forms of reasoning to emerge.
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The Richness
of Noise
INTRODUCTION

↑ Fig. [ 1 ]

Analog mediums,
such as the vinyl

record, accumulate
traces of contact

(such as scratches
or hisses) as it

transforms what it
processes.

(1)

↖ Fig. [ 2 ]

An entrance is often
also an exit.

[1]

The ear is a beautifully designed
instrument which harnesses the 30,000
neurons in your brain to combine
with your peripheral ear so you can
effectively listen, filtering signal
from noise. This activity involves a
constantly shifting target. The ear
focuses from signal to signal, filtering
out the noise, until you decide
what’s signal. If the ear isn’t functioning properly, surgeons are taught
to amplify the signal and decrease the
noise. But the prioritization of signal
over noise can be problematized far
beyond this one example. According to Damon Krukowski in “Ways of
Hearing,” this phenomenon has
fundamentally altered human perception and experience. [ 1 ]

↗ Fig. [ 3 ]

The complex cavity
of the petrous

bone is known as the
bony labyrinth,

from the Latin “laby
-rinthus osseus.”

Damon Krukowski, “Ways of Hearing,” Noise, n.d., accessed January 15, 2020.
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↙ Fig. [ 4 ]

Untitled collage by
Antonio Carrau.

In the analog audio world, the medium or transmission method possessed their own versions of surface noise such as scratches or hisses.
If you turned up the volume of an analog recording, you’d increase
both signal and noise, simultaneously. In the digital world, on the other
hand, there’s no noise to restrain signal; producers and engineers
are determining for listeners what is signal and what is noise, amplifying one over the other.
To illustrate, Krukowski cites several examples of how this rupture
manifests. First is the split between real time (flexible time experienced
by human musicians) and machine time (used by computers; all
signal). By experiencing the way a human drummer plays in real time,
the space between beats are felt just as much as the hits. [2]

[2]

Krukowski, “Ways of Hearing.”
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↗ Fig. [ 5 ]

Image from I am
Anagram,

Aura Satz, 2006.
[ 2 ] Digital audio

is also encouraging
us to block out

noise while in public,
the use of head-

phones “cocooning us
in signal even as we

occupy shared space.”

Back in the age of analog recording, it was much more common for
musicians and engineers to actively pursue capturing messy
sound textures and the richness of noise. Phil Spector, in particular,
perfected a layered technique
used during studio recording which
involved the combination of instruments to come up with a new “wall of
sound.” Threatening to drown out
the vocals, Spector would harness the
natural echo within the recording
studio to create reverb. The messy byproducts generated by the studio
environment became an instrument in
its own right. Others too, such as
The Beach Boys’ Brian Wilson, were
interested in the combination of
sounds rubbing up against each other
rather than exisiting in isolation.

↖ Fig [ 6 ]

The Grateful Dead

built several “walls”

of a different nature
for their perform-

ances during the early
1970s. Pictured

is a schematic of the
setup at its apex

for the Hollywood
Bowl, CA, 1974.
← Fig. [ 7 ]

Image from Radiophonic Spaces

at Berlin’s Haus
der Kulturen

der Welt, 2018.
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↙ Fig. [ 8 ]

Untitled illust-

ration by Sophia

(2)

Prieto, 2019.

↑ Fig. [ 10 ]

A book with rival

meanings. The title
plays on the inter-

changeability of the
pronunciation of

100 in French as both

“cent” and “sans.”

The title has two

interpretations: The

Woman Without

a Head or The Hundred Headed

Woman, by Max
Ernst, 1929.

[3]

In Roland Barthes’ essay “The Third Meaning,” he divides visuality into
obvious meaning and obtuse meaning, two definitions that can be
easily transferable to design. Take the image below, for example. [3]
In the top row are the clearly recognizable geometric figures of the
square, triangle, and circle. According
to Barthes, these would fall into
the category of obvious meaning. The
figures are readily apparent, sanctioned, fixed, authoritative, not open to
interpretation. The bottom row, on
the other hand, displays three considerably more ambiguous (and less
easily named) figures, thus aligning
with Barthes’ category of the obtuse.
These figures have been muddled
and complicated slightly. We have no
precedent to reference them against.
As these graphic relationships are less
resolved, they provide an opportunity to define what you are seeing
on your own terms. “The obtuse meaning, soliciting the viewer’s passionate attention, seemed, on the surface, trivial—a mere crease, a
speck, like a trace of lipstick traveling too far outside the outline of the
lip. The obtuse meaning—‘obtuse’ is a term of praise—gratified
Barthes because it carried no allegory, no symbolism, no ideology.” [4]
Barthes considered the obvious to be repressive and stereotypical
and thus, held the obtuse meaning in higher regard for its lack of agenda.
The same can be said of applying the behavior of noise to the visual
realm. “When you choose, as a listener, to focus on what’s buried deep
in the layers of a recording instead of what’s been placed upfront
to catch your attention, then you’ve changed what is signal and what
is noise.” [5] The act of searching through the unfamiliar to define
meaning for yourself, offers potential for attentiveness and engagement,
instead of passivity. There’s more to noise and the obtuse than its
perception as random, unwanted variation or interference. They supply
us with a rich field of opportunity.

← Fig. [ 9 ]

Illustration of the
gestalt principle

of Prägnanz (defin-

itiveness, resolution
and simplicity).

Although noise is slippery and hard to grasp. It encourages layered
multiples rather than clear, singular messages, which can be an
overwhelming challenge to navigate. In A Lover’s Discourse, Barthes
broke down perception into a contest of rival meanings. “He didn’t
want to enter their fray. He wanted to ‘outplay’ it—to let the wrestling
match exhaust itself and produce the flower of an alternative
position.” [6] There is a kind of struggle at work here, in deciphering
new meaning. Yet, while these terms “contest, rivalries, friction”
all seem inherently destructive, I prefer to define them according to

David Reinfurt, A *New* Program for Graphic Design (Los Angeles: Inventory Press, 2019), 127.
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[4]

Wayne Koestenbaum, My
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↙ Fig. [ 11 ]

↙ Fig. [ 13 ]

result of overlapping

Desktop

Kim Albrecht: the

0:04 still from

three colored

Disaster, 2019.

squares on top of
each other

and rotating them
at the center.

↗ Fig. [ 12 ]

Kim Albrecht: the

result of overlaying

one black and

one white sphere.

their generative properties and positive outcomes. A wrestling match,
rather, of close encounters and collaborations.
with information it’s unfamiliar with, invents a new category of representation: glitch. But the glitch is not an error, it’s an alternate interpretation, a distinctly computational aesthetic that results from the
computer’s attempt to comprehend and adapt to the presence of
ambiguity and nuance.

Strangely enough, a computer’s response to complexity and confusion
is not far off from what I am describing. Distinction Machine is a
project by information designer Kim Albrecht which looks at how strange
and beautiful a computer’s internal logic can be when presented
with an unsolvable problem. The image above, for example, is the
result of overlapping three colored squares on top of each other and
rotating them at the center. Because the computer doesn’t register
cyan or magenta, instead, it displays a pattern of conflict. “Albrecht’s
visual experiments show that when presented with certain forms
of complexity, like presenting these two squares in the same location,
computers fall into a weirdo middle land where the result is far less
polished and glossy.” [7] Technically, this is called “Z-fighting,” a glitchlike phenomenon in which a computer is processing 3D information
while simultaneously trying to coordinate its display on a 2D screen. But
the revelation here is that the computer, in its attempts to contend

1980s & Other Essays (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2013), 52-53.
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[5]

Krukowski, “Ways of Hearing.”

↖ Fig. [ 14 ]

0:15 still from

Desktop

Disaster, 2019.

For Desktop Disaster, an inquiry into the behavior of natural disasters
got me thinking about the digital spaces we inhabit and how they
might become threatened. I had two types of behavioral and visual references to pull from: natural disasters and digital space. Rather than
adopting the aesthetic direction of one or the other, I invented a third
category, which reinterpreted and reintegrated them into a shared
aesthetic. Envisioning each icon as a point in a mapped landscape,
I orchestrated an environmental disaster on my desktop. This brief
animation explores a hybridizing of glitch and interface aesthetics with
weather radar maps to draw parallels in their behavior.

[6]

Koestenbaum, My

1980s, 52.

[7]

“This Digital Confetti? It’s What Happens When a Computer Gets Confused,” Eye on Design (blog), May 10, 2019, https://
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(3)

One way that Barthes escaped the tyranny of the obtuse was
through the subtlety he found in human voices. He was particularly
drawn to the “grain” in opera singer Charles Panzéra’s voice. “A
keyword difficult to define: by ‘grain,’ Barthes meant the ‘friction’ or
‘fringe’ of contact between music and language, where the vocalizing body expresses not the message, but the message’s transport.”
[8] The richness and beauty emanates from a kind of movement,
rather than a substantive destination. It’s about friction or the edging
of contact. Recall the behavior of the peripheral ear as it constantly shifts its target, hopping from signal to signal, amidst the noise.
Barthes defined this process as “drifting,” an attempt to prevent gelling
or coalescence. “Errantry does not align—it produces iridescence.” [9]
Barthes praised the nomadic and the fugitive. “Don’t signal. Don’t
make an announcement. Simply drift, or veer, into the other lane.” [10]
Most importantly, these movements have an affinity with a state of
alertness and readerly readiness—a willingness to pick up new codes.

eyeondesign.
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[8]

Koestenbaum, My 1980s, 53.

Introduction

[9]

Koestenbaum, My 1980s, 51.

[ 10 ]

↑ Fig. [ 15 ]

Film stills from
Meshes in the

Afternoon, Maya

If signal is a straight line, I imagine noise to be non-linear, labyrinthine.
According to the Situationists, the model of the labyrinth was
valued for its ability to disrupt familiar cultural patterns. They saw the
labyrinthine form as a direct expression of social independence.
[11] “The labyrinth was also a model for a category of perception
which, freed from predetermined patterns of thought or behavior,
could facilitate the release of a new kind of creative energy: playing
in the city, letting oneself go, constantly learning to find one’s
way again.” [12] Their goal was a kind of deconditioning in favor
of self-determination.

Deren, 1943.

↑ Fig. [ 16 ]

Video still from

Schwartz, 1970.

		

The design of a Dorset

turf maze from

1730s England that I

entruded into 3D.

Dylaby was an exhibition at the Stedelijk Museum in 1962 that turned
the museum space into an immersive labyrinth. “At times dark and

Pixillation, Lillian

Koestenbaum, My 1980s, 54.

↖ Fig. [ 17 ]

[ 11 ]

Jan Wenzel, Olaf Nicolai, Four Times Through The Labyrinth (Leipzig: Spector Books, 2012), 211.
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[ 12 ]

Wenzel, Nicolai, Four Times,
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↖ Fig. [ 18 ]

Dylaby, Stedelijk
Museum

Amsterdam, 1962.

↖ Fig. [ 19 ]

Dylaby, Stedelijk
Museum

Amsterdam, 1962.

disorienting, the participating artists—Tinguely with Niki de Saint
Phalle, Daniel Spoerri, Per Olof Ultvedt, and Robert Rauschenberg—
cluttered the galleries with physical obstacles that required visitors
to navigate raised platforms, climbing structures, and false stairways
amidst a cacophony of noise. A celebratory atmosphere likely tempered any frustration generated by the deliberate lack of clarity in the
exhibition layout, as visitors gleefully fired BB guns and danced in
a sea of floating balloons.” [13] Dylaby, an abbreviation for “dynamic
labyrinth,” functioned as a space of temporal collisions, confusion and
play. The exhibition employed strategies of disruption in which active
participation superseded passive spectatorship. Both experience and
environment took precedence over the autonomous art object.

212.

[ 13 ]

26

→ Fig. [ 20 ]

Untitled illust-

ration by Sophia

Prieto, 2018.

Paula Burleigh, “Ludic Labyrinths: Strategies of Disruption,” Stedelijk Studies, accessed February 22, 2020, https://stedelijkstudies.
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↙ Fig. [ 21 ]

Strings 1-20, John

Cage, 1980.

Both noise and the model of the labyrinth involve the interplay between
disruption and contemplation. “It is a curious fact that in the anatomy
of the organs of the inner ear responsible for our sense of balance are
also thought of as a labyrinth...The labyrinth of the inner ear helps us
negotiate the labyrinths of the outside world.” [14] So is there value in
finding one’s way in strange surroundings? Can chaos and confusion
be empowering?
In The Weird and the Eerie, British writer and critic Mark Fisher defines the weird as that which does not belong. Yet this wrongness
associated with the weird often comes as a sign that we are in the
presence of the new.
The weird here is a signal that the concepts and frameworks
which we have previously employed are now obsolete.
If the encounter with the strange here is not straightforwardly
pleasurable (the pleasurable would always refer to previous forms of satisfaction), it is not simply unpleasant either:
there is an enjoyment in seeing the familiar and the conventional becoming outmoded—an enjoyment which, in its
mixture of pleasure and pain, has something in common
with what Lacan called jouissance. [15]

I say, let rivalries play out; through tension, misalignment and noise.
Pursue forms that permit maximum drift and detour. Confront what
might be difficult to discern; the interdependence of fragments; fringe
of contact. Dissonance and resonance; stillness and repetition.
Temporal collisions. Self-determination. Be willing to let oneself feel
lost and, equally, ready to pick up new codes. Work with materials
and forms as found; radical appropriations; shadow and palimpsest.
Reconfigure and recontextualize. Contemplative aesthetics. Surface
tension. Jouissance.

↖ Fig. [ 23 ]

Film still from

Picnic at Hanging
Rock, 1975.

↗ Fig. [ 22 ]

Described as “kaleido-

scopic,” Dhalgren

by Samuel Delany is

a circular text with

many possible entry
points. The first

sentence of the novel
is a fragment that

ends up joining with
the last. The text is

unresolved and open

to interpretation.

com/journal/ludic/labyrinths/strategies/of/disruption/.
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[ 14 ]

Jan Wenzel, Olaf Nicolai, Four Times Through The Labyrinth (Leipzig: Spector

Books, 2012), 212.

[ 15 ]

Mark Fisher, The Weird and the Eerie (London: Repeater, 2017), 13.
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Desktop Disaster

What happens when a
computer gets confused?
Video, 0:15 seconds
December 2019

Sidenote → Distinction Machine is a

project by information designer
Kim Albrecht which looks

at how strange and beautiful a

An inquiry into the behavior of
natural disasters got me thinking
about the digital spaces we
inhabit and how they might become threatened. Envisioning
each icon as a point in a mapped
landscape, I orchestrated
an environmental disaster on my
desktop. The brief animation
explores a hybridizing of glitch
and interface aesthetics
with weather radar maps to draw
parallels in their behavior.

[1]

computer’s internal logic

can be when presented with an
unsolvable problem. When

the computer reads something it
cannot interpret, such as three

colors overlapping simultaneously,
it displays a pattern of conflict.

In technical terms, this is called
“Z-fighting,” a glitch-like phe-

nomenon in which a computer is
processing 3D information

while simultaneously trying to
coordinate its display on a
2D screen. [ 1 ]

“This Digital Confetti? It’s What Happens When a Computer Gets Confused,” Eye on Design (blog), May 10, 2019, https://eyeondesign.
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↑ Fig. [ 1 ]

The JPEG icon coils into a spiral
as disaster strikes.

33

↑ 0:00
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Desktop Disaster

The sequence begins with the
view from my messy desktop.

35

↑ 0:02

As the storm hits, the desktop
images become unreadable to
the computer. In a cascading

effect, they progressively revert
to factory settings. An error

36
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message repeats over and over.
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↑ 0:04

In the same way radar maps

display the trajectory of weather
pattens, the eye of the storm

begins in the upper right corner
and radiates “westward.”
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↑ 0:05

In addition to the desktop icons

glitching by reverting to default
display, the icons are animated
in a spiraling sequence, like an
aerial view of a tornado.

40
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↑ 0:07

The default Mac background

begins to glitch it its own way.
This was achieved by open-

ing the image in TextEdit and
manipulating the code.
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↑ 0:09
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↑ 0:15
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The Facade of a Block
Resisting all efforts at
obliterating their traces.
Kintsugi (“golden joinery”) or Kintsukuroi (“golden

repair”) is a technique that involves fixing broken pottery
with lacquer mixed with gold, silver or platinum. The

philosophy is rooted in making something more beautiful
for having been broken,

Book, 172 pages
April 2018

treating breakage and repair as
a moment of significance in

the history of an object. Rather
than camouflaging or cover-

This book attempts to behave as
its subject, the facade of a street block
in Providence, RI. Overwhelmingly
characterized by abandon and various
stages of decay, the visual remains
on this block are the result of a tug-ofwar between attraction and concealment. Attraction witnessed in gestures
such as advertisements, signage,
and graffiti. Concealment as removal,
neglect, and natural decay. Progressively distorting and evolving on top
of each other, the fragmented leftovers
fade into coexistence.

48

ing up the cracks, this practice
accentuates and celebrates
↑ Fig. [ 1 ]

these moments of transition.

In-ground installation
for Sidewalk

Kintsukuroi, Rachel
Sussman, 2014-17.

“Founded on progress, on change,
on the bulldozing of what has

faded to make way for the next
thing[,] Manhattan is a finite

space that cannot be expanded but
only continually resurfaced

and reconfigured. New York has
no truck in the past. It expels

it’s dead[…] The dead, however, are
a notoriously perverse and

unmaneagable lot. They tend not
to remain safely buried, and

in fact resist all efforts at oblitererating their traces.”

—Luc Sante, Low Life.

49

Process →

I fed this book through the

printer nearly 30 times (until
the paper started to crumple),

layering forms that I had extracted from Mathewson Street on

top of one another and visible to the
eye in the way the ink built up.

I wanted this book to have

an experiential quality to it. The
act of turning each page allows

for the perception of adding new
layers to the composition on the

left. Once you’ve turned the page,

50
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the mirror image of the prev-

ious page appears visibly on top.

51

↖ Fig. [ 2 ]

Like rings in a tree trunk

marking the passage of time.
Look closely to see the diff-

52
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erent shades of ink, indicating
each new printing event.
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Activating the Periphery

Process →

I researched, catalogued and

mapped out interests and emerging patterns in my work that

inevitably led to the designation of

Book, 60 pages
May 2019

five distinct categories. (1) Role

Play and Double Vision: in which
the act of looking becomes a

visual experience, a game of illusion.

(2) Series of Trajectories: based

Activating the Periphery: A Thesis
Compendium is a compilation
of research, writing, documentation,
mapping and forecasts that serve
toward defining a direction for the
RISD MFA Thesis. This involved
refining, cross-referencing and substantiating subject areas previously articulated in my work and
presenting them in a comprehensive
and thoughtfully-designed format.

on Ryan Gander’s constructive
principle of loose associations,

writing through a chain of ideas

and the addition of divergent

elements. (3) Surreal Diagrams:
using didactic forms to make

things more obscure. (4) Obscured

and Redacted Language: the

coding of visual language through

encryption and abstraction.

(5) Disrupting Everyday Logic:
looking for gaps in our regular

experiences to create new hybrid,
crossover styles.

↖ Fig. [ 1 ]

54

Front cover. A constellation of
terms and references.

55

↖ Fig. [ 2 ]
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Project description page for
Atlas: Seeing Double.
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Cabinet of Curiosities
The browser window as a room
to house my enigmatic creations.

Print & Web
December 2018

“There are endless possibilities as to
what a website could be. What kind of
room is a website? Or is a website
more like a house? A boat? A cloud?
A garden? A puddle? Whatever it
is, there’s potential for a self-reflexive
feedback loop: when you put energy
into a website, in turn the website helps
form your own identity.” [1] Cabinet
of Curiosities models a website after
the practice of 16th century origin
by the same name. An early form of exhibition that displayed objects belonging to natural history—the term
“cabinet” referred to a room, rather than
a piece of furniture. Creating a series
of cryptic, pseudo-scientific diagrams,
my website emulates it’s model
by digitally housing these specimens.
[1]

↗ Fig. [ 1 ]

Detail from Codex Seraphinianus

Process →

A trip to the library prompted

by Luigi Serafini, 1981.

this inquiry. I came across Ra-

tional Recreations, Experiments
in Pneumatics, Hydrology and

Pyrotechnics from the year 1782

aims to teach scientific know-

ledge through recreational experi-

ments. The diagrammatic

language used in the plates that

accompanied each experiment

struck me as otherworldly, pseudoscientific and at times edging

towards the absurd. I pulled a

secondary reference with the Codex
Seraphinianus, an illustrated

encyclopedia of an imaginary world
that is full of didactic and

diagrammatic visual language. I
created a series of cards, on

one side were scientific aphorisms
from Rational Recreations and

on the reverse were imaginary dia-

grams that don’t quite match

up with what you would expect
based off of the given text.

“My Website Is a Shifting House next to a River of Knowledge. What Could Yours Be?” Accessed May 19, 2020. https://thecreativeinde
pendent.com/people/laurel-schwulst-my-website-is-a-shifting-house-next-to-a-river-of-knowledge-what-could-yours-be/.
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69

↖ Fig. [ 2 ]

Card Set 1. Borrowing and remixing from several references, I

created a set of ten cards. On one
side were cryptic aphorisms

from Rational Recreations and on
the reverse were imaginary

diagrams that don’t quite match
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up with what you would

expect based off of the given text.
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↖ Fig. [ 3 ]

Card Set 2.

↖ Fig. [ 5 ]

Card Set 4.

↖ Fig. [ 4 ]

Card Set 3.

↖ Fig. [ 6 ]

Card Set 5.

Cabinet of Curiosities
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↖ Fig. [ 7 ]
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Card Set 6.
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↖ Fig. [ 8 ]

Card Set 7.

↖ Fig. [ 10 ]

Card Set 9.

↖ Fig. [ 9 ]

Card Set 8.

↖ Fig. [ 11 ]

Card Set 10.

Cabinet of Curiosities

79

Over several weeks, this
initial study was adapt-

ed through the use of new
mediums. 3D modeling

and animation were applied to translate the

illustrations into motion.

80
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↖ Fig. [ 12 ]

This is the website in it’s final

form. The framework is intentionally scarce with ambiguous

fragments of language and visual
cues that reveal upon hover.
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Once clicked, the line drawings

are transformed into 3D objects.

83

↖ Fig. [ 13 ]

Rather than a shelf for storing
passive objects, the form of

the website enables each specimen
to be transformed into a living

object through user interaction.
The browser window becomes

84
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a room in which to house my enigmatic creations.
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↖ Fig. [ 14 ]

According to Laurel Schwulst, her
favorite aspect of websites is

their duality: they’re both subject
and object at once.
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↖ Fig. [ 15 ]
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Google Street View
Examining traces of
authorship in digital space.
Process →

This project evolved into a

collaboration with Georgie Nolan.
We began replicating our own

analog versions of fragmented por-

Video, 1:34 seconds
December 2019

traiture by filming ourselves

in broken mirror shards. Then we
remapped our analog portraits

into Google maps in the form of a
screen captured video.

After casually navigating through
Google maps panoramas, I started
discovering a wealth of images
capturing fragmented body parts
in the physical-made-digital
landscape. Whereas these kinds of
glitches are normally overlooked
or taken for granted, I felt there was
something more to uncover and
I began viewing these as a kind of
accidental portraiture.

[1]

“In one of Woody Allen’s films

the main character is out of focus.

It’s not a technical problem

but some sort of a disease that

has befallen him: his image

is consistently blurred. Since

Allen’s character is an actor, this
becomes a major problem: he

is unable to find work. His lack

of definition turns into a materi-

al problem. Focus is identi-

fied as a class position, a position

of ease and privilege, while

being out of focus lowers one’s

value as an image.” [ 1 ]

Hito Steyerl, “In Defense of the Poor Image,” Journal #10, e-flux, November 2009, https://www.e-flux.com/journal/10/61362/in-defense-ofthe-poor-image/.

90

→ 0:00

94

→ 0:02

in the foreground.

ing Georgie and I begin to populate

The fragmented forms portray-

beach in my hometown.

Google Street View, on an empty

The video begins from within

→ 0:05

96

→ 0:19

reveal glitchy landscapes

and fragmented bodily artifacts.”

“Passing through it will invariably

together by dispersed authors.”

of ephemeral screens stitched

The script begins its voiceover:

“Google Street View is a collection

→ 0:25

98

→ 0:29

amusing and unsettling.”

this context is simultaneously

ment of the human form in

“The dislocation and misalign-

ubiquitous and commonplace.”

“These accidental captures become

→ 0:40

102

→ 0:56

become visible reminders that

digital space.”

the translation from physical to

and confusion that occurs in

a particular kind of uncertainty

“These encounters document

editing and voluntary labor.”

this technology relies on collective

“The glitches of human form

→ 1:07

104

→ 1:23

into one canvas, we have pulled

dimensionality and anonymity.”

separate planes, resisting one-

the two types of artifacts onto

“Rather than stitched together

never neutral.”

that the digital landscape is

kind of mistranslation reminds us

our physical surroundings, this

struct a virtual representation of

“For a tool that attempts to con-

Sympathetic Resonance
Temporal collision triggers
a sympathetic response.
Video, 0:55 seconds
November 2018

I began working with sounds of extinction,

audio recordings of ecosystems loosing diversity of sounds over time. Then I came across

the concept of sympathetic resonance from a

Carl Sagan’s 1977 Golden Record
was a message containing sounds and
images of Earth sent out into space
to be intercepted by intelligent extraterrestrial life. Using this model, I began
constructing my own message about
climate change to the people of Earth.
I came across the concept of sympathetic resonance, a harmonic phenomenon where a formerly passive string,
or vibratory body, responds to external
vibrations to which it has a harmonic
likeness. In a multi-channel video using
found footage, I leveraged this
concept towards inspiring action on
climate change.

video by Paul Kos of

two bells tolling, out of
sync. I constructed

my multi-screen video
using footage from

Kos’s “Sympathetic Vibrations,” paired with

clips from “The Color of
Pomegranates” and

the scene of a glacier col↑ Fig. [ 1 ]

The Sound of Ice
Melting,

Paul Kos, 1970.

lapsing into the sea.

The tolling of the bell is
meant to inspire a

sense of urgency or a
summoning while

the religious tone of the
film clips are intended

to convey the preciousness
of our planet.

↗ Fig. [ 2 ]

Film stills from

108

The Color of

Pomegranates, 1969.

↑ 0:00

↑ 0:03 An image appears

of two bells tolling in
the distance.
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↑ 0:12 Two more videos

appear: three pomegranates and a

↑ 0:15

The pomegranates
start to “bleed.”

view of a glacier.

Sympathetic Resonance
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↑ 0:17

↑ 0:20 The bells continue
to toll. Dissonant,

the sounds colliding.

114
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↑ 0:23 The camera zooms

↑ 0:26 The bottom frame cuts

The pomegranates

fish laying between two

in toward the glacier.
lose all of their juice.

to the image of a live
pieces of driftwood.

Sympathetic Resonance

↑ 0:28 The fish struggles

to breathe. It squirms,
mildly at first, then

building in intensity.
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↑ 0:35

↑ 0:36 A massive chunk

of the glacier collapses.
We get a closer

↑ 0:38 A bare foot hovers over
a cluster of grapes.

↑ 0:42 Slowly pressing down.

↑ 0:44 The glacier suffers
another loss.

look at one of the bells.
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↑ 0:53

Precious
Leftovers
ESSAY

↖ Fig. [ 1 ]

Unnamed
Video
still photofrom

graphGleaners
The
shown in
& I.
A not B, 2010.

↙ Fig. [ 2 ]

Observing the side
of a building that

bears visible traces
of its earlier form.

In Marfa, TX, 2019.

Agnès Varda’s documentary, The
Gleaners and I, focuses on turning the
practice of gleaning—foraging for
wheat left after the harvest—towards its
modern-day counterparts, people who
live on discarded leftovers, or those,
like Varda, who create art out of the
images and materials they collect. [1]
Among the types of gleaning featured (food picking, wheat, potatoes,
grapes, oysters and junk), Varda’s
reaction to discarded potatoes stays
with me. In the supermarkets, potatoes have to be a very specific size
and caliber. Growers reject all the
outsized, the cut or damaged ones
because they’re unsellable and
have no commercial value. Dumped

124
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↗ Fig. [ 3 ]

A heart-shaped
potato, in

Varda’s honor.

[ 1 ] The latter

reminds me of

Koestenbaum calling
Susan Sontag a

“cosmophage”—someone committed

to “eating” the world
by experiencing

and making art about
it, in as many

different facets of
life as possible.
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↙ Fig. [ 4 ]

Agnes Varda posing

with a bale of wheat,
in response to Jules

Breton's 1877 painting, The Gleaner.

of gleaning of images or impressions. They have a past, they’ve
already had a life, yet they’re very much still alive. I do this through
instinctive accumulation and storage, paired with the notion of
“accommodating chance.”
↓ Fig. [8 ]

An example of

pareidolia, seeing
the image of a

face on the moon.

in a field for scavengers, Varda visits the heaps of discarded
potatoes. A fellow gleaner draws her attention to these heart-shaped
potatoes and her eyes light up. She gathers them up, giddily. They
“made [her] feel like [she] was on the right track.” [2] She took them
home, looked at them, filmed them repeatedly. “I like filming rot,
leftovers and waste.” [3] As they rot and they “grow eyes”, the technical term for when potatoes sprout and form new tubers. This transformation only occurs under favorable conditions after breaking from a
dormant state. They sprout “new sight” after a period of dormancy.

↖ Fig. [ 5 - 6 ]

Video stills from The
Gleaners and I, by

This term comes from an artist Louis Pons who Varda interviews
further on in the documentary. Pons specializes in reliefs and assemblages made entirely from discarded objects and junk. “These
objects are my dictionary.” [4] He sees useless objects as a cluster
of possibilities. Varda too entertains chance. Most of the abandoned objects and shots she found, such
as the heart-shaped potato, were
“[strokes] of luck—and we immediately
filmed it.” [5]

Agnès Varda, 2000.

This act of “accommodating chance”
is closely linked to associative thinking
and illusory correlation. Illusory correlation refers to the phenomenon of
perceiving a relationship between
variables even when no such relationship exists. Another related term is
pareidolia (a kind of apophenia), which
identifies patterns in random data.

I too “pick up everything so nothing gets wasted.” [4] What is typically
categorized as surface noise, extraneous material, an imperfection, I
see as an invitation. Sometimes they’re objects, other times it’s a kind

[2]

“INTERVIEW: ‘Gleaning’ the Passion of Agnes Varda: Agnes Varda,” IndieWire (blog), March 8, 2001, https://www.indiewire.
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[3-6]

↖ Fig. [ 7 ]
The harsh landscape
of the Mojave serves
as the backdrop for

dozens of large-scale
sculptures made

from assembled mat-

erials such as castoff
metals, burnt wood,

and blown-out rubber
tires. From 1989 and
2004, Noah Purifoy

installed these on-site
assemblages, which
he referred to as

environmental sculpture. Purifoy was

interested in exposing
these works to the

elements and natural
processes of decay.

The Gleaners and I. Directed by Angès Varda.
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↙ Fig. [ 9 ]

Film still from Jane
B. by Agnes V.,

Agnes Varda, 1986.

↙ Fig. [ 10 ]

A spread from Atlas:
Seeing Double

(2018), of anamorphosis, the deform-

ation of an image that
is only recoverable

at a particular angle.
The act of looking

becomes a game of

illusion and relativity.

This term is often attributed to seeing Jesus on a piece of toast or a
man in the moon. Both terms are deemed as a disorder, an “incorrect
perception.” But this I find shortsighted. In the same way that the
computer (see page 22), in its attempts to contend with information
it’s unfamiliar with, invents a new category of representation, the
glitch—which is not an error, but an alternate interpretation—could
these strange visions not also possess some validity? Some inquiry
worth investigating? I perceive the value of this technique as a
creative act, to generate new lines of inquiry. Could it be so wrong,
it’s right?
Ryan Gander describes how we lose these kinds of perceptual impulses once we reach adulthood.
“Kids don’t have the cultural baggage we have, and they don’t have
all the association of art as elitism as a sort of shadow in their
mind,” he says. “[Adults] are scared of reading art wrong and they’re
scared of humiliation. That’s why I’m fascinated with working
with my kids: they won’t be kids for long and they don’t have that
cultural baggage. They’re not scared of accidentally being
creative.” So can adults ever return to that innocent, liberated
mode of creativity? “We don’t pretend anymore,” says Ryan.
“Pretence is an amazing human quality but adults never pretend.
They can imagine, but pretending is different. Imagination is
just in your head – it’s musing or daydreaming. Pretending is
physically role playing and acting out that imagination.” [6]

New York: Zeitgeist Films, 2000.
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↑ Fig. [ 11 - 12 ]

Seeing faces in

everyday objects.

“Madness and Making Mum Proud: Meeting Ryan Gander,” accessed April 28, 2020, https://www.

By her own definition, “Eisenreich’s practice is an investigation of
the incongruous relationship between thought and reality. Walking a
fine line between common sense and uncommon nonsense, she
systematically explores the familiar methods for understanding our
presumed reality.” [7] I first came
across the term “illusory correlation”
from Uta Eisenreich. The photograph to the left, corresponding to her
entry on this topic, depicts three
objects: one rock, one potato, and
another object that resembles both rock
and potato. [8] Could it be a rock
pretending to be a potato or a potato
pretending to be a rock?

↖ Fig. [ 13 ]

In order to poke holes in our presumptions, Uta employs optical illusions
and absurd humor. She uses a kind of

← Fig. [ 14 ]

itsnicethat.com/features/madness-and-making-mum-proud-meeting-ryan-gander.

Precious Leftovers

[7-9]

Uta Eisereich.

[ 8 ] I must mention
how the uninten-

tional recurrence of
potatoes in this

essay alone strikes
me as a delightful
demonstration

of the phenomenon.

Screenshot from Uta
Eisenreich's website.

“Uta Eisenreich,” accessed April 28, 2020, http://
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↙ Fig. [ 15 ]

“Wrapped up in
conversation.”

trickery through the act of doubling or substitution, which opens the
door to further speculation. This practice even extends to the way she
titles and describes her work. Such as, “It takes tea to tango (2010),
movie (12mins). This movie superexposes a visual alphabet of objects
with the International Phonetic Alphabet. This rule generates peculiar
combinations, that get more curious with every repetition.” [9]
Superimpose, superexpose. I’ve always held an unapologetic fondness
for wordplay and examining the nature of language. Years ago
while studying French in the Loire
Valley, I started looking into
colloquialisms as a way to help my
speech sound less sterile and
practiced when communicating with
my host family. I began cataloguing idioms and found myself drawn
to the irreconcilable differences
between the meaning or usage and
the literal translation. The gap
between the context and the words
themselves evade expectations and resist logic as a creative alternative to mundane speech, with an emphasis on the absurd. A persistent curiosity of this topic led to a set of instructive videos on
multilingual idioms.

↑ Fig. [ 16 ]

“Recessive jeans.”

← Fig. [ 17 ]

Video still from

Confounding Idioms.
↑ Fig. [ 19 - 20 ]
Passengers, a

photography exhibit
by Chris Marker

that explicitly links

With wordplay, it’s the wrongness, misalignment and doubling that
I find intriguing. According to Mark Fisher, the weird is that which does
not belong. “The form that is perhaps most appropriate to the weird
is montage—the conjoining of two or more things which do not belong

www.utaeisenreich.xyz/about.
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his vérité metro

photography with

classical painting,
2008-2010.

[ 10 ]

together. Hence the predilection within surrealism for the weird, which
understood the unconscious as a montage-machine, a generator of
weird juxtapositions. [10]

↖ Fig. [ 18 ]

Batia Suter intuitively situates found images in new contexts to
provoke surprising reactions and take on new depths of meaning. “In
my work, I collect groups of images based on various themes and
characteristics, and I investigate how they can manipulate each other,
depending on where and how they are placed.” [11] This notion of
images “manipulating each other” is derived from what Suter categorizes as the “iconification” and “immunogenicity” of old images. Like
Varda, Suter is aware of the ways in which old images can become
charged with new associative values.

a monographic

Detail of a spread

from Batia Suter's

Cloud Service (2019),

index of clouds and

cloud-suggestive

forms, both vast and

microscopic in scale.

In the dictionary, gleaning is defined figuratively as a mental activity. To
glean facts, acts and deeds, to glean information. Gleaning and
working with found material allows for total reinvention. As Matthew
Volgraff, in the preface to Batia Suter’s Parallel Encyclopedia #2,
refers to it as a limitless domain, a kind of “magic writing.” [12] As is
the case with the dynamic labyrinth, enigmatic compositions
engage the viewer, prompting them to discern underlying patterns and
resonances. Meaning is not static; the temporal and spatial nature
of conversation allows objects and images to animate and transform one
another in a synchronous exchange. Louis Pons’ words continue to

Fisher, The Weird and the Eerie, 10-11.

Precious Leftovers

[ 11-13 ]

Batia Suter, Parallel Encyclopedia 2 (Roma Publications, 2018).
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hold true: “These objects are my dictionary.” Accommodating chance
transforms discarded and overlooked objects into a cluster of possibilities. “Unfold[ing] a hidden grammar of metamorphoses, weaving
a mutable matrix of mimetic meanings from textures, shades and
tactile trompe l’oeil.” [13] Constellations making mute surfaces speak.
I am reminded of a scene from The Gleaners and I, when Varda
films the water damage on the ceiling of her apartment, stains like a
tapestry. “I look at the leak in the ceiling and the mold. I got used
to it. I like it in the end. It’s like a landscape, an abstract painting, a
Tapiès, a Guo Qiang, a Borderie.” [14]

[ 14 ]

↖ Fig. [ 21-23 ]

Video stills from

The Gleaners & I.

The Gleaners and I. Directed by Angès Varda. New York: Zeitgeist Films, 2000.
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An Invented
Dialogue
WITH
UTA EISENREICH*
*Unavailable for comment, I arranged a hypothetical

conversation, gleaning statements made by Eisenreich from
previous interviews.

↖ Fig. [ 1 ]

Unnamed photograph shown in
A not B, 2010.

↙ Fig. [ 3-4 ]

Vocabulary, 2005.
An installation of

LB

One of the things I’m most interested in about your
work is the way it examines language by subverting
didactic forms. Using non-verbal IQ tests for children, scientific experiments, nursery rhymes, optical illusions and word
games, you are able to reprogram the rules, prompting the viewer
subconciously discern a new kind of logic. Where did your affinity for
these kinds of tests and game structures originate?

UE

My mother was a primary school teacher, so looking at exercise books for language and arithmetic
education were literally brought to her at home.
During my own school days in the 1970s, experimental set theory was
introduced to teach math in elementary schools, and the use of
diagrams became fashionable for a time. Later I became interested in
the work of developmental psychologists, who used suitcases with
objects to test the intelligence of children who are not yet able to read
and write. In these non-verbal intelligence tests, for example, five
objects are placed on the table, whereby the child must then explain what
the (correct) coherence is. This shows how early we begin to standardize thinking and looking. It is the problem of the common sense: the
most obvious is correct, while other extraordinary solutions are
labeled as errors. That is a thought that is very central to Deleuze. The
attempt to direct the viewing and thinking of children so early is
actually tragic, because reality is, of course, far more complex. It is by
definition a hopeless undertaking. What is often much more exciting is the possibility of misunderstandings or alternative interpretations.
I used to have a game, Combilotto, where you had to find pictures
of where someone works and the profession. For example, a hair salon
with a hairdresser or a prairie and a cowboy. The most obvious
answer is always that it is supposedly “good.” [1]

↗ Fig. [ 2 ]

What did the apple
say to the ball?

Photographed for A
not B, 2010.

[1]

“Harmen Liemburg »Blog Archive» Interview with Uta Eisenreich,” accessed May 12, 2020, https://www.harmenliemburg.nl/2010/10/01/
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tableaux strictly

of arranged clusters
of objects. Close

inspection of the collections reveal

irrational storylines.

LB

So then how is it that you use these tools and
formulas to undercut that outcome? And expose
common sense as fraudulent?

UE

I mimic the form of assessment tests in order
to comment on them. As I said, as an example, the
Wechsler Intelligence Scale is assessing whether
a child can relate objects in the most predictable way. In common
sense, the most straightforward option is appointed as correct, and
in this way excludes more exciting or extravagant possibilities—a
thought I found later described well by Gilles Deleuze in Logic of Sense.
As a very simple example of old-school assessment tests: “2,4,8, __
continue the series.” You are supposed to answer “16,” even though...
why is “17” not correct? There surely could be a complex formula
that would make “17” a correct answer. So we are trained to go for the
expected and most simple answer. [2]

uta-eisenreich-a-not-b/.

[2]

↑ Fig. [ 5 ]
Wechsler

intelligence scale.

Lake Buckley, “Double Takes: Secular Magic & Empathic Vision” (Providence, Rhode Island School of Design,

Uta Eisenreich*
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↙ Fig. [ 6 ]

Time After

Sometimes, 2012.

LB

Your interest in children’s games reminds me of
something Ryan Gander said. “Kids don’t have the
cultural baggage we have... Pretence is an amazing
human quality but adults never pretend.” [3] Do you relate? Are you
trying to revive these kinds of qualities in adults?

UE

To me, it’s probably pretty much about education
and how thinking is formed. It’s not so much that the
children interest me, but as we have all passed
through this education, we all grow up with the notion that there is a
right answer which is straightforward. We limit the other possibilities.
It’s more about shortcomings of thinking and the order systems we
have. My point of interest in children is psychological and philosophical.
I’ve done some work that only a small group of people can relate to,
but A Not B anyone can relate to who went to school. [4]

LB

↖ Fig. [ 11 ]

These techniques that you use seem secondary to
the “performance,” which is your way of arranging
the objects. Does photography serve as a means to
visualize a train of thought?

T-Ei-M, Time, 2012.

UE

My work is related to structures of order. That is, of
course, a key element in graphic design. I worked
in photography first, and then used graphic design
as a way to add text to the image. I liked the department, the mentality
of people who value putting an order to existing material over the need
to create and promote their own material. I think of the readers as an
audience to a live show. I am doing a little magic show for them. A book
is a sequence of moments in time, as well, only—as we are in a book—
they are free to browse back and forth. [5]

↖ Fig. [ 7-10 ]

Children Art

Festival Kaap

Groenekan, 2012.

2017). 133.
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[3]

“Madness and Making Mum Proud: Meeting Ryan Gander,” accessed April 28, 2020, https://www.itsnicethat. com/features/

Dialogue

madness-and-making-mum-proud-meeting-ryan-gander.

Uta Eisenreich*

[ 4 -5]

Lake Buckley, “Double Takes,” 132-133.

[ 6-7 ]

“Harmen Liemburg »Blog
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LB

I feel like omission plays an active role in how you set
things up for your audiences. The systems you
devise resemble something familiar to us, yet they
deviates from the expected just enough to leave the majority of
the interpretation up to your audiences.

UE

I collect quotes, jokes and short fragments of texts
that inspire me. I collect it as part of the research,
and so the fragments of text are directly connected
to the works and have informed them. I don’t feel I need expository
writing; it’s an artist’s book. I’d rather not explain it or have it interpreted by a “specialist.” [6]

LB

How does you choice of objects lend themselves
towards abstraction? Do you find yourself in search
of ambiguity?

UE
↖ Fig. [ 12 ]

If I’m lost you will
look and you

will find me, 2012.

For example, this thing (shows a strange object
out of the closet: a tiny shoe made of ceramic with
wheels resembling Dali-like dials from watches,
making it basically a car) is one of my favorites. I asked the seller what
it was exactly, a car, an ashtray, a statue? There is a dilemma here,
because how should you name it? Actually, it’s another form of that
“mean” intelligence test. If I say “apple:” how would you draw that?
Is there an abstract sign for it? Is it then a green, a red or red-yellow?
For a photo, it is even more difficult to choose objects that are so
stereotyped that they remain upright as signs. I am very interested in the
theory of meaning, what is the connection between the apple as an
object, the imaginary apple, the word apple, its visual representations? [7]

Archive» Interview with Uta Eisenreich,” accessed May 12, 2020, https://www.harmenliemburg.nl/2010/10/01/uta-eisenreich-a-not-b/.
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Elliptical Thinking

All of the posters employ variations of shorthand or elliptical substitution. Letterforms

swapped out for the missing glyph symbol and
then terms are repeated in morse code, an

cipher that contains an

Basketball Sunset, Anonymous.

ellipsis as one of its 		
symbols, three dots for
the letter “s.”

“But You Yada
Yada’d Over the Best Part.”
Dot Dot Dot →

In describing the function

of “the throbber”, an animated

graphic commonly referred

Poster Triptych
24x36 in.
November, 2019

to as a ‘buffering icon’, Jack Self

says: “we simply have to wait

and trust that the throbber’s

motion does indeed represent some

The ellipsis is prolific. Once it crossed
my mind, I began seeing it everywhere. The Greeks named it after the
“ellipse,” a conic section (a slice)
that “falls short.” The composite typographic glyph is composed of three
full stops, one after another which
identifies an omission. Today it functions as an additional signifier,
ubiquitous in digital interfaces as a
visual shorthand for loading. I
began to look further at the the formal
and linguistic behavior of the
ellipsis as a space for encounter.

[1]

→

form of progress. The throbber

is a sign of temporal rupture. It is

the last barrier to a perfectly

In Seinfeld’s Season 8:

ience. It draws attention to an

new girlfriend Marcy

smooth and seamless virtual exper-

Episode 19, George’s

asynchronous maladjustment,

likes to say “yada yada

or misalignment, between the

yada” to shorten her

space of our bodies and the

stories. George becomes

digital world.” [ 1 ]

tells him that her

infinite atopian fluidity of the

suspicious when Marcy
ex-boyfriend had visited
her the night before

“and yada yada yada, I’m
Process →

Drawing from a wide range

really tired today.”

of working posters charting

tell him some of the

in the duality of the ellipsis—

up with “yada yada”,

of references, I made a triptych

George asks Marcy to

out my research. I was interested

things she was covering

on the one hand it can be used to

and discovers that she’d

information yet it also has the

information in her stories,

truncate, condense or omit

capacity to expand and reveal
what is hidden.

been omitting crucial

revealing her to be

a habitual shoplifter.

“A Friend Is Writing,” accessed May 6, 2020, a-friend-is-writing.new-document.net.
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Author Samuel R. Delaney invented a piece of punctuation

called a simultaneity mark, which is an ellipses rotated 90°.
A simultaneity mark between two sentences denotes that

↑

the sentences occur at
the same time.

Fiji

→

hijinks
Beijing

→

Hidden ellipses can
be found within

linguistic sequences.

Usually known for her

→

densely verbal works,

Fiona Banner references
the limitations of language, and in turn

communication through
a series of full stop

Throwing Three Balls

inflatable sculptures or

in the Air to Get a

anti-texts. The black

Straight Line, a photo

abstract forms are mark-

series documenting

ers within language

John Baldessari’s repea-

but also markers within

ted attempts at

space and time, some-

throwing balls in the air,

times they seem absurd,

hoping they form a

comical, or even surreal.

straight line. Baldessari
invented and pursued

this seemingly meaningless challenge. These

photographs demonstrate
Baldessari’s interest

in exploring the structure
and limits of games
and language.
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Atlas: Seeing Double

Locating the thin boundary
between fact and fiction.
Book, 256 pages
October 2018

“Each time we enter a new space,
we become part of an existing

hybridity...By entering a hybrid,

we change it; and in each

situation, we play a new role.”

Performing a series of tasks, with
a nod to the Labors of Hercules—and
to the myth of grad school as an
“experience of virtuous struggle and
suffering”—as a way to set off on
an path of exploring, responding and
collecting. For myself, completing
the twelve labors offered the chance to
play multiple parts—as archeologist,
cartographer, soothsayer. These role
playing exercises allowed me to
cross over into alternate modes of seeing, opening up new connections
and arriving at crossroads I may otherwise have overlooked.

—Lucy Lippard

↖ Fig. [ 1 ]
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Our class publication allotted

each student eight spreads. My
first recto page faced adjacent

to Emily’s verso, pictured here.
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↖ Fig. [ 2 ]
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Above pulls language from

↖ Fig. [ 3 ]

the novel Dhalgren by Samuel
Delany, a circular text

with many possible entry points.

Atlas: Seeing Double

An image of anamorphosis, an

image that deforms and is only
visible from a particular angle.
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Atlas: Seeing Double
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↖ Fig. [ 4 ]

By looking at the freckles on

↖ Fig. [ 5 ] “Places are fragmentary and inward-turning

my skin, through the eyes of an

histories, pasts that others are not allowed

astrologer, I was able to map an
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imaginary constellation and then
travel to it in physical space.

to read, accumulated times that can be unfold-

Atlas: Seeing Double

ed but like stories held in reserve.” —Michel

de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life.
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↖ Fig. [ 6 ]
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Unearthing instances of

↖ Fig. [ 7 ]

palimpsest and visual remains in
the urban landscape.

Atlas: Seeing Double

Writing a postcard to myself in

the form of a tarot reading gave
me access to a speculative past,
present and future.
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Body(type) Specimen

Book, 64 pages
January 2019

The Modulor is an anthropometric scale
of proportions devised by French
architect Le Corbusier. In an attempt
to bring this concept up to date, I
decided to experiment with applying
my body measurement index to the
construction of letterforms. I began by
attempting to force an existing typeface to conform to the measurements
of my hand. The project evolved into
a (body)type specimen tracing extreme
body ideals through history, pairing
them with typefaces that bear similar
visual traits, in an attempt to
expose the absurdity of such ideals.

↖ Fig. [ 1 ]

164

Front cover. One character
from each of the typefaces
featured in the book.
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Venus of Willendorf: This prehistoric ideal placed emphasis on a

bulging stomach and large breasts, evoking a culture that venerated
fertility and a mother goddess.

King Akhenaten: Though a far cry from the oft-admired athletic

← Fig. [ 2 ]

Extreme Body Ideals
Through History

via Lapham’s Quarterly

Issue on “Flesh,” 2016.

type of previous generations, Akhenaten’s corporeal form was

considered perfect: narrow shoulders, large belly, massive thighs, and
thin extremities. His particular figure was transferred almost
exactly to representations of his wife, Nefertiti.

Riace Warrior: A small penis and a chiseled physique made up

the desired from in Ancient Greece. “If you follow my recommendations and keep them ever in mind,” says a character called Better

Argument in Aristophanes’ 423 BC comedy Clouds, “you will always
have a rippling chest, broad shoulders, a wee tongue, a grand rump,
and a petite dick.”

Botticelli’s Venus: Solidly built, with sloping shoulders and long

limbs, Botticelli’s Venus represents the Renaissance ideal of smooth,
symmetrical bodies. “My beauty as the spring doth yearly grow,”

Venus tells Adonis in Shakespeare’s poem. “My flesh is soft and plump,
my marrow burning.”

Akan Fertility Figure: Distinguished by her flattened oval head, the
figure exaggerates the conventions of Akan ideal beauty.

Rolls of fat, symbolized by rings spanning the neck, were—and still
are—considered signs of health and beauty.

Eugen Sandow: Prussian-born Sandow came to America to perform
with a vaudeville act and soon began marketing his muscular

physique as the perfect male form. In the process, he helped popularize
cosmetic muscles.

Sada Yacco: Geisha have long defined the standards of beauty in
Japan. Like world-renowned geisha, dancer, and actress Yacco,

the ideal woman was mole-free and had small feet, long fingers with
thin nails, a long torso, a small waist, and thick eyebrows
framing a delicate face.

Kim Kardashian: A taut, full buttock is best distinguished

by “a curved fold where the buttocks meet the thighs and a V-shaped
crease that looks like cleavage,” said one doctor specializing buttock

augmentation. Kardashian was once accused of wearing butt pads. “At
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this point,” she said, “I think everyone has seen my butt naked
and knows I don’t need them.

Body(type) Specimen
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← Fig. [ 3-4 ] ↑
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Body(type) Specimen

Each body(type) combination
is given its own spread as

the book moves chronologically
through time.
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↑ Fig. [ 4-5 ] ↗
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Tracking down funky, experi-

mental and decorative typefaces
produced the best results in

resembling the human form.

Body(type) Specimen
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← Fig. [ 6-7 ] ↑
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Body(type) Specimen

The tone of the book is playful

and amusing. A gesture that has
broad ranging accessibility.
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Permutations
What if a chain of ideas
maps a solo ping-pong game?
Book, 64 pages
January 2019

This project was informed by

an understanding of Ryan Gander’s
constructive principle of “loose

associations,” a method of writing

There’s a self-discovery that
happens when you revisit things you’ve
accumulated over a period of time.
You look back and begin to recognize
patterns in your thinking. I gathered
and cataloged a wide range of unrelated objects in my possession. In
order to make sense of this collection,
I began to join objects through six
degrees of separation. The structure of
the book attempts to give visible
form to my meandering thought patterns. The imagery bleeds from
one association to the next with text
that flows across the gutter. The
reader must stumble around the loose
logic of my internal monologue.

[1]

by a chain of ideas and the

addition of divergent elements. “An
irregular series of trajectories

that deviates with each hit. It is both

a junction and a factor of deriv-

ation that makes the development
of the figure unpredictable and
its pattern random.” [ 1 ]

Emilie Renard, “Ryan This Way,” in Loose Associations and Other Lectures (Paris: Onestar Press, 2007).
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↖ Fig. [ 1 ]

Cover image.
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↖ Fig. [ 2 ]
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Several silhouetted objects

↖ Fig. [ 3 ]

from my collection. Clockwise
from upper left: dentures,
a seashell and a vase.

Permutations

Eyelid doodles connect to
medieval marginalia.
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↖ Fig. [ 4 ]
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Permutations

Images bleed from one spread to
the next.
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Permutations
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Permutations
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↖ Fig. [ 5-6 ] ↗
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Storefront mannequins link Valie

↗ Fig. [ 7 ]

Export to Dunne & Raby and a
three-way call on The X-Files.

Permutations

Bust sculpture silhouette

containing the image from a
book on UFO encounters.
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Archive of a
Broken Relationship
How much narrative can be
gleaned from scarcity?

Rolodex, 234 cards
May 2018

A filing system to catalog and process
the conclusion of four-year romantic
relationship. Reviving the near obsolete
form of the rolodex and inverting its
conventional analog-only mode by
instead turning digital files into physical
form. Physically backing up the memory
(dual meanings) from my hard drive.
Each entry was logged chronologically
based on a ordering system I invented. The box also contains an index of
tags used and their frequency.

I was interested to see if

stripping down the information
to its bare minimum, using

vague tags rather than full captions or anecdotes, could still

resonate with viewers. Despite

an active withholding of details,

I found that this kind of scarcity
was welcomed and gave people

the opportunity to fill in the gaps,
draw their own conclusions or

project their own experiences into
the narrative. Viewers were

granted very intimate details about
my personal life and thus the

experience of flipping through the
rolodex mirrored that intimacy.

↗ Fig. [ 1 ]

Chronologically from top
to bottom. Shifts in

the relationship begin to
show through.
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Archive of a Broken Relationship
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Confounding Idioms

Marcel Broodthaers →

“Acutely aware that the matter
and the meaning of language

were completely different, Broodthaers sought

Video, 2:35 seconds
January 2020

To jilt someone.
“To drop someone like an old sock.”

to expose the false
affinities bet-

ween the ways in
which words

Years ago while studying French
in the Loire Valley, I started looking into
colloquialisms as a way to help my
speech sound less sterile and practiced when communicating with my
host family. I began cataloguing idioms
and found myself drawn to the
irreconcilable differences between the
meaning or usage and the literal
translation. The gap between the context and the words themselves
evade expectations and resist logic as
a creative alternative to mundane
speech, with an emphasis on the absurd. A persistent curiosity of this
topic led to a set of instructive videos
on multilingual idioms.

[1]

attach to images...
through punning

substitutions and witty redactions in order to reveal

the contingencies and structures through which meaning
is produced.” [ 1 ]

Nuances of the video → The style and pace of the lessons

Mason Leaver-Yap, “Moving Image Commissions #2: Marcel Broodthaers.” (Walker Art Center, 2016).
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are meant to be a satirical

twist on the genre of educational
language videos. Emphasizing

awkward pauses and corny, outdated effects as a means to

underscoring the strangeness of

About a remark in the conversation;
completely irrelevant.
“To arrive like a hair in the soup.”

the phrases. Each lesson pro-

ceeds as follows. The use or mean-

ing of the idiom is delivered

first in English. Then, the ambiguous animation of the literal

translation begins to play while the

phrase is presented to us in it’s

native tongue. For English-only
speakers, this moment does

not afford any clarity. Finally, the

English translation appears

on screen to demystify the event.

It’s not difficult.
“It’s not like you have to drink the ocean.”

↑ 0:09

↑ 0:10 A stock image cutout

of a chicken comes onto
the screen in an old

↑ 0:11

A knife spirals in the

direction of the chicken.

school radial transition.

↑ 0:13
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Confounding Idioms

The chicken poses
awkwardly with

the knife to reinforce
the meaning.
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↑ 0:20

↑ 0:21 Two objects appear
on-screen, but

their relationship is
so far undefined.

↑ 0:25 The phrase appears

on screen as it is spoken
in French.

↑ 0:27 The translation is
revealed and the
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Confounding Idioms

imagery explained.
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↓ 0:42

↓ 0:52

↑ 1:21

↑ 1:22 The scene is set with a

paper cutout of a giraffe
sitting next to a comb.

↑ 1:26 I make futile attempts
at combing a paper
cutout of a giraffe.

↑ 1:28 Another French saying

for “it’s useless” is pisser
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Confounding Idioms

dans un violon (it’s

like pissing in a violin).
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↑ 1:46

↑ 1:49

Amping up the

humourous use of stock
imagery with an

oddly posed woman.

↑ 1:50 We begin to zoom,
closing in on the

woman’s backside.

↑ 1:54
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Confounding Idioms

Aligning the pan as

if it were quite literally
hanging off her bum.
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↓ 1:32

↓ 1:42

[ 1-3 ]

[ 4-6 ]

[ 7-9 ]

[ 10-12 ]
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